Objective: HAL ® robot suit is a new voluntary driven exoskeleton for the lower limbs. It has already been demonstrated to improve walking functions in spinal cord injury and stroke patients. So far, it is not known if HAL ® training may be beneficial in patients with limb girdle muscular dystrophy, too.
Design/methods: In this short report, HAL
® exoskeleton assisted body-weight supported treadmill training has been applied in a patient with limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2I for eight weeks (3 times × 8 weeks = 24 sessions). For training success, standardized walking tests were assessed prior and after training session, and after 6 weeks serving as follow-up measurement (10-meter-walk test, 6-minute-walk test, timed-up-and-go test).
Results:
The patient improved in all walking functions. Follow-up measurements showed outlasting effects after 6 weeks without HAL ® training. No adverse events occurred.
Conclusions: HAL
® -supported treadmill training canto be a promising new rehabilitation approach also for patients with muscular dystrophy. Systematic clinical trials with respect to genetic LGMD subtype should prove beneficial effects in a larger cohort.
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EMG-electrodes at the extensor-flexor muscle region of the upper leg. This allows for voluntary robot-supported motion using EMGsignals recorded from hip and knee flexors and extensors. Pilot studies showed the feasibility, safety and efficiency of HAL ® training on patients with acute and chronic spinal cord injury, and stroke [4] [5] [6] [7] . HAL ® -supported locomotor training in neuromuscular diseases, esp. myopathies, are only described in a large cohort of 38 patients with a widespread spectrum of diseases causing limited mobility [8] . 
Case Report
A 57-year-old woman suffering from limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 2I (LGMD, fukutin-related protein gene mutation) took part in body-weight supported treadmill therapy with the voluntary driven exoskeleton HAL ® [4, 8] . First clinical signs were evident 11 years ago. The diagnosis has been determined genetically in 2009. Clinical examination showed floppy quadriparesis with typical proximal pronouncement (MRC 3-4/5), positive trendelenburg sign bilateral and lumbar hyperlordosis. Due to the muscular dystrophy, the patient is retired. She needs a wheeled walker to deal with longer distances, e.g shopping. Her muscle weakness causes falls regularly. The patient gave written informed consent to participate in a clinical application observation.
Introduction
Over the last 15 years, a lot of robotic technology has been developed to improve effects of rehabilitation therapy especially for walking functions in spinal cord injury and stroke patients [1, 2] . Different driven gait orthosis, end-effector machines and exoskeletons are available on the market. The hybrid-assistive limb (HAL ® , Cyberdyne Inc., Japan) is the first exoskeleton that can be driven voluntary by the patient [3] . In contrast to other exoskeletons, it offers the possibility of monitoring muscle contractions via surface
